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Which and whose pasts are preserved as heritage and which are not tells us a good deal
about any particular society. This is not only about how the past is seen but also concerns
who is being valued in present-day society and what is being preserved for the future.
These issues, and the controversies to which they may give rise, are highly relevant in the
Central European context. In the article, I first provide a short overview of some of the
developments within research on heritage and society that I find especially significant
and that inform my own work, giving emphasis especially to the shift towards more
socially-oriented research. I then provide introductions to three ongoing research projects
in which I am involved, all of which are investigating how certain pasts are being
addressed in the present, and the legacies that they may leave for the future. All involve
large teams of researchers, each working with practitioners, albeit in different ways, in
order to both give attention to practice and, to varying extents and in various ways, to
help reshape that practice in the future. The projects – in the order in which they are
introduced in the article – are: (1) “Heritage Futures” – for which I especially address the
Profusion theme with its research on how museums of contemporary everyday life and
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also people in their own homes select what to keep for posterity; (2) “Making
Differences” – in which I look at some of the recent disputes about Berlin and Germany’s
heritage, including that of the German Democratic Republic (GDR), as they are being
played out in the making of the Humboldt Forum; (3) “TRACES

– Transmitting

Contentious Cultural Heritage with the Arts” – for which I look especially at the
challenges of dealing with vernacular Holocaust art.
*

Which pasts are deemed sufficiently valuable to be worth remembering for the future –
which deserve a commemorative plaque or a place in a museum – is a major social
question, the answer to which tells much about a particular society. Clifford Geertz
famously wrote about culture as “stories people tell themselves about themselves.”2
Heritage might be seen as a specific version of this: stories that people tell themselves
about their pasts, and that they aim to also preserve into the future – often seeking
durable, material forms, such as museums and monuments, as their means of doing so.
This activity reaches temporally both backwards and forwards and is, surely, one of the
most important activities of any society. It is fundamentally about how societies – and to
varying extents different groups within them – want or allow themselves to be seen, not
only now but also in the future. No wonder, then, that heritage is often contested. Who
should have control over this past-gathering and future-directed activity is a major social
question; that is not to say, however, that it is a question that is always asked. Indeed, so
often it is taken for granted which social group will decide on behalf of “society.” But
from an academic point of view, that makes the question no less relevant, raising – as it
still does – the fundamentally related question of which, and whose, pasts are not
remembered, at least officially.
Heritage, however, is not simply the pasts that people make up in the here and
now. Material remnants from the past, documents, and memories from direct experience
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or passed down the generations, can intrude upon the present in ways that may unsettle
those living now. The stories from the past are not always the ones that people would
prefer to tell themselves about themselves. Some heritage serves the ends of just some
groups and not others. But some heritage poses challenges for all of those living today.
Forgetting is sometimes an option but not always, not least because the past has a way of
re-emerging through chance encounters and traces that persist, perhaps in material form,
such as architectures or archives.
All of these themes are ones with resonance in Central Europe today. On the one
hand we see numerous initiatives, often at local levels, by diverse groups who seek
variously to uncover, recover, and preserve particular memories, sometimes of histories
that complicate the usual national stories, perhaps by showing more diversity. On the
other, we see a continuation and even strengthening of nationalist projects, some of which
push strongly in the opposite direction. Poland itself provides clear examples of both. On
the one hand, for instance, there has been a remarkable amount of work on recovering the
memory of Jewish presence: Jonathan Webber’s lifework, as shown in his Museum of the
Galician Jews in Krakow, being a major contribution.3 On the other, we also see cases
such as the Museum of World War II in Gdansk, which experienced a nationalist-driven
push to remove complexity in favour of a story that would more clearly uphold a positive
Polish identity.4
Such contexts of complexity and counter-currents pose questions about the nature
of society and the potentials of heritage to contribute to it. Research is needed not only to
document some of these complexities but also to highlight fundamental issues and to
offer new approaches and concepts. In what follows, I provide a brief introduction to
three ongoing research projects in which I am currently involved, all of which seek to
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tackle questions about heritage and its role in society, albeit in rather different ways. Two
of them include research in Central Europe, tackling questions about some of the specific
historical legacies to be found here. Before introducing these, however, let me make
some more general brief remarks about my approach to heritage and how I see heritage
studies today.
Heritage Studies
In many ways, the growth of heritage as a field of study has been very remarkable. When
I was a postgraduate, in the 1980s, few in the disciplines of social anthropology and
sociology, in which I was working, talked in terms of heritage. We did, however, consider
some of the issues, though under labels such as tradition, history, and identity.5 The term
“heritage,” however, was much more likely to be thought of in terms of built heritage and
as something for conservationists, and primarily about national and worthy pasts. That in
languages such as German the language was, until recently, primarily that of monument
protection – Denkmalschutz and Denkmalpflege – is not just something specifically
German, but reflects the way the topic was widely understood elsewhere too. Indeed, we
can see shifting conceptions in UNESCO documentation.6
There is not time here to go through the reasons for the remarkable explosion of
heritage as a field – but let me just note that the prompting came partly from a
democratisation of the past in the present – that is, an idea that history could also come
from below; that more parts of society could and should be remembered and have their
pasts, their stories, also preserved for the future.7 What this did was also to prompt more
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realisation of the diversity of claims on the past – and often more contention over it.
While Michael Rothberg, in his arguments about multidirectional memory is surely right
that social memory isn’t necessarily a zero sum game and that, indeed, one case can
provide more impetus and even models for another, in practice, in situations of limited
resources, things do not always work that way.8 In one museum of World War II, for
example, there might be reasons why not all of the possible ways of looking at it would
be included and the actual resources available for more museums or more heritage sites
are likely to be limited. Not all memories get to occupy the prime sites or get allocated
equal space.
In the face of the fact that there is always more history, more past that can be kept
– and kept alive in the sense of actively remembered – or kept as heritage – how are
societies to decide which? This is a question that threads through all of the three research
projects that I will discuss here – though it does so in very different ways. My hope is,
however, that by tackling it in these diverse ways, and also by looking at problems
involved in forgotten and awkward pasts and their reactivation, we can gain a better
overall understanding and perhaps move towards improved ways of dealing with them.
Researching Heritage
Although the projects that I describe here are rather different, they share some common
features, two of which I wish to especially emphasise here. One of these is that they are
all concerned with practice – with how heritage is actually done. This does not mean that
they ignore theory – what we are dealing with here is not some old idea of theory versus
practice. Rather, to attend to practice is part of the theoretical stance that they adopt, and
their aim is to learn from practice in ways that will inform reinvigorated theorising. What
this entails in terms of actual method is that all have at least some ethnographic
component that allows for attention to making or maintaining processes and their diverse
players and activities. This allows them to give attention to actors and factors that are
often hidden or not perceived – perhaps because they are taken for granted or simply not
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noticed, or that are perhaps ignored for political or public relations reasons. It also means
that they are better able to understand the challenges for heritage professionals and
heritage activists and others in the work that they do. These challenges are not necessarily
just the “big” ones so often identified by heritage studies – namely, those of political
agendas – but they can also be “smaller” ones that reveal themselves as “practicalities,”
such as what to do with collections already there, or which decisions to make in the face
of financial constraint. Such “smaller” challenges may well play into the larger ones –
indeed they almost inevitably do so – and this is one reason why we need to give them
attention. For it is often in the relatively quiet work of heritage practice that “things
happen” that can leave traces and make a difference.
A second feature that these projects have in common is that they entail, at least to
some extent, new constellations of research working practices that include some kind of
collaboration with heritage professionals or institutions, non-governmental organisations,
activists, and local initiatives of various sorts. Precisely how they do this varies, as we
will see (and as is further evident from their websites and publications). But in all cases it
speaks to their commitment to coupling the insights of critical heritage studies with some
form of intervention – either directly as they go along or as outcomes of the research.
In effect this means that all are concerned with heritage and the future. Moreover,
they are so both in terms of the future as a “cultural horizon” and as a “cultural fact,” to
use a distinction made by Arjun Appadurai in his The Future as Cultural Fact.9 By the
future as cultural horizon, he refers to the way in which ideas about the future play into
contemporary actions – certain futures are part of the overall picture or horizon within
which those actions are undertaken. This might, for example, be a future imagined
broadly as consonant with the present, supporting actions that are thus oriented to general
maintenance of the status quo. The social sciences, he points out, have long given
attention to the future in this sense. By the “future as a cultural fact” he points to a fuller
realisation by societies or groups within them that the future can be crafted, that human
beings can and do actively seek to influence it. While there has surely been attention to
this in the past, not least from anthropologists looking at cargo cults and various other
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rituals, he argues that they could do more to address how this is done, especially in
contemporary contexts. Moreover, in what is perhaps the core of his argument, they could
also do more to intervene. “The future is ours to design,” he writes.10 The challenge is
how to “constitute a powerful intervention.”11
This is undoubtedly a challenge for heritage-making and for heritage research too.
Understanding what we might call existing “heritage-design-processes” – and especially
the real-life challenges of those engaged in such work – is surely fundamental to being
able to do this. Whether “intervention” is the right term for the kinds of constellations of
research and collaboration is, however, a question, as we will see below.
In what follows, then, I provide a brief introduction to some aspects of the three
major research projects in which I am currently involved and to some of the ways in
which they are doing research relevant to understanding – and potentially even activating
– the future as cultural fact.
I should note from the outset that none are yet complete and therefore only
ambitions and interim results can be included here. Furthermore, all are large projects
with many parts and I am, thus, only able to provide very small insights into some parts
of them. I hope nevertheless that this will be sufficient to raise further interest in them, as
well as in the approaches to heritage and society that they exemplify.
“Heritage Futures”
This large multi-researcher project, which began in April 2015 and is due to run until
March 2019, is funded by the United Kingdom Arts and Humanities Research Council
under its programme “Caring for the Future: Thinking Forward through the Past.”12 It
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identifies a series of “grand challenges” for heritage and looks at them through a rather
eclectic set of cases, with a view to trying to get a handle on the various ways in which
heritage-making is struggled over – and some of the adaptations and solutions that are
assembled to try to meet these. So, for example, the theme “Uncertainty,” led by my
colleague Cornelius Holtorf at Linnaeus University in Kalmar, Sweden,13 includes
looking at nuclear waste – a dangerous substance that will endure for many years into the
future – which raises questions about how to mark sites and remember them over
hundreds of thousands of years. It shows us, for this very challenging case, how
problematic keeping things for long futures is – and how some at least have gone about
trying to resolve them.
Profusion
The theme that I lead, “Profusion,” is concerned with the question of how to select in the
face of abundance. I work on this with researcher Jennie Morgan, in a project that is
based at the University of York. The theme looks at the challenge of collecting – or
deciding what to keep for the future – from the contemporary present, especially from
mass-produced objects. To research this, we look at museums of the contemporary
everyday to ask how museums make these decisions and how they put them into practice
(perhaps remaking those decisions in the process) as well as at how people in their own
homes end up keeping some things and not others.
Our research so far has shown us clearly that these are issues of great concern in
both domains, with participants in both often articulating senses of “too muchness”14 –
that is, of an unruly profusion of things that threatens in some ways to be overwhelming.
from its host universities and partner organisations. For further information see its website: https://heritagefutures.org.
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This sense, we have come to argue, is not only a reaction to an actual proliferation of
kinds of things (such as increased numbers of new models of products due to modern
production techniques) or to dwindling resources with which to deal with them. These are
relevant but equally or even more important are social and cultural changes – the
democratisation of heritage mentioned above – that has made more pasts and
individualised memory come to seem important to recall and preserve.15 The widespread
move to treat the pasts of “ordinary” people as well as the rich and famous as heritage,
and to give heritage recognition to a wide diversity of groups, is, then, part of what is at
issue in these struggles over what to keep for the future.
Looking at what is done in practice – how some things actually come to be kept
and others do not – highlights serendipity and personal inclinations, even though we also
see increased systematisation, though means such as collections policies and particular
bureaucratic procedures in museums. While our project does not aim to specifically
produce new versions of these policies and practices, it does hope that by providing
examples of other ways of doing things – such as those from homes or from other themes
in the Heritage Futures project – that it will be able to provide insight for productive
contributions to ongoing practice. In part it does this through bringing practitioners and
others, including ourselves as researchers, together in constellations that they would not
otherwise find themselves in. As such, it could be said to move beyond an intervention
model in the sense of a single directed act that seeks to change the status quo. Its practice
is, rather, framed in terms of “knowledge exchange.”
By exchanging knowledge over tackling what are perceived as struggles in
various domains of heritage practice, Heritage Futures addresses the future as cultural
fact. It also helps expand horizons by making us – and involved practitioners – aware of
overlaps, limits, and also new possibilities in relation to such issues as deciding what to
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keep for the future. We see this too – though in a very different set of contexts again – in
the next project that I wish to introduce.
“Making Differences” in Berlin: Transforming Museums and Heritage in the 21st
Century
Beginning in October 2015 but with many researchers only beginning a year or more
later, this five-year project is funded primarily by the Alexander von Humboldt
Foundation but with further major support from the Humboldt University, the Berlin
Museum of Natural History and the Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation.16 At its heart
is a multi-researcher ethnography of ongoing museum and heritage developments in
Berlin. This is conducted in comparative perspective, looking at Berlin’s current
transformations in relation to what is happening elsewhere in the country and the world.
The most prominent of Berlin’s current developments is the making of the Humboldt
Forum – a new cultural and museum space that is currently under construction, due to
open in 2019. There is a lot of hype surrounding it, with it being talked about as
Germany’s and even one of Europe’s most important 21st-century cultural developments,
for example,17 and there is much that could be said about it. The Humboldt Forum is only
one dimension – though a central one – of our research project but it is a good illustration
of some of the debates about heritage and society that are being played out in Berlin at
present, and that have wider relevance for Central Europe and the legacy of socialism.
For those reasons, let me provide a brief glimpse into some of those issues here.
The Humboldt Forum
The Humboldt Forum is located in the historic centre of Berlin, and will form part of the
city’s Museums Island complex, which was awarded UNESCO World Heritage status in
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1990. The timing of that award was significant as that was the year of German
reunification and the Museum Island – with its fabulous but seriously underfunded set of
museums – lay in the former German Democratic Republic. The decision to create a new
building within this complex was, however, and indeed remains, highly contested. The
reasons lie in the past and its conjuncture with the present and future.
The new building will be a part reconstruction of the Berlin City Palace – the
Stadtschloß – that previously stood on the same site. With its origins in the 15th century,
the Schloß was expanded and altered over the years – as is usual with such buildings. The
reconstruction – which is primarily of the exterior only – will refer largely to the 19th
century, when a dome was added. The Schloß, therefore, immediately raises questions
about reconstruction and authenticity that are so often considered in relation to heritage.
Some of these, in relation to different architectural strategies and including this case are
further discussed in this volume. Here, however, I want to give attention to the social and
political implications of which pasts are referenced, and which muted, by this process of
making new heritage.
The period chosen for the reconstruction can be said to include the time when
Germany first united as a nation in 1872. This was an important part of the symbolism of
choosing to build a reconstruction of that building within the newly reunited Germany. It
was, however, also a period of elite rule, with the Schloß at its centre. Such associations
were part of the reason for the GDR government deciding, after the Schloß was badly, but
not irreparably, damaged in World War II, to demolish it. In its place they built their own
central government building, the Palace of the Republic. This was in a very different –
shiny, socialist modern – architectural style. It was not, however, only a space of
government but also of leisure. Restaurants, a bowling alley, a theatre, concert hall and
disco were some of its social offer – an offer that was, officially at least, open to all, as its
popular moniker of “Volkspalast,” palace of the people, asserted.
After the reunification of Germany, what to do with this site – and with the Palace
of the Republic – became a major public and political debate. At issue was the kind of
heritage that would endure in this heart of the new nation – on the site of the earlier
nation and within the former East Berlin. Finally, it was decided to demolish the Palace
of the Republic and to create the partial reconstruction of the former Schloß. Central to

arguments in favour of the reconstruction was that this would complete an aesthetic
ensemble that had previously existed in relation to the Museum Island buildings.
Removing the heritage of the GDR was also undoubtedly a motive and this became
ground for considerable opposition from those who felt that this history – often their own
history – was being removed from the cityscape.18
The decision that the Schloß should become the Humboldt Forum and include,
among other contents, displays from the city’s Ethnological Museum and Museum of
Asian Arts, needs to be seen at least partly in light of the opposition to the Schloß, that is,
as a response to accusations over its potential elitism and ignoring of “other histories.”
Setting itself up as a “space for dialogue between cultures,”19 and as an opportunity to
profile those who had not had the privilege of being included in the Museum Island
institutions (at least, not recently), the Humboldt Forum provided new legitimation for
the Schloß. At the same time, however, it also accentuated another highly fraught heritage
debate: that over Germany’s colonial past and, more specifically, over questions of
ownership and restitution in relation to objects in the Ethnological Museum in particular.
The Cross on the Schloß
All of these debates are continuing and the “Making Differences” team is tracking and
analysing them, in some cases from the perspective of specific fieldwork locations. As
part of this, we look at various specific debates as they emerge. At the time of presenting
an earlier version of this article in Krakow, a major controversy had recently erupted over
whether a cross should crown the dome of the reconstructed Schloß. Those arguing for it
claimed, among other things, that the cross was simply part of the original building – an
accurate reconstruction – and, as such, not a religious or ideological assertion but merely
an architectural feature. Those arguing against, pointed out that the cross, as a specific
18
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religious symbol, is at odds with the Humboldt Forum’s claims to be promoting cultural
diversity – to do so under the sign of the cross is contradictory or even a statement of
religious supremacy; and that the authenticity arguments do not hold as the Schloß is only
a partial reconstruction.20 What we see here, then, are not only differing positions being
taken with respect to issues of reconstruction and authenticity but also divergent
arguments about the place of religious symbols in public space and their implications for
cultural diversity. Specifically at issue is the question of the place of Christian heritage
and whether it should be given pre-eminence in German society today.
Let me here mention one further twist of this particular debate as it takes us back
again to the issue of GDR memory in contemporary – and future – Germany. In response
to the conflict over the cross, one proposal was that a large artwork, comprised of the
word Zweifel – doubt – should also be mounted onto the Schloß.21 This received positive
responses from various parties, including those supporting the cross, as it seemed to
provide a way of allowing that still to continue. For some it acted to cast doubt on the
cross, and Christianised heritage; others saw doubt being cast on the whole Schloß
reconstruction and Humboldt Forum project. The founding directors of the Humboldt
Forum, who argued for the cross, presented “doubt” as part of a particular philosophical
disposition – one necessary for achieving greater knowledge and a “precondition for the
Enlightenment.”22 As artist Lars Ø Ramberg had created the art work for the Palast der
Republik during the years when argument raged about what to do with it, the doubt could
also be seen as referring, as did Ramberg himself, to escape from the socialist past:
“collective doubt has brought Germany out of its totalitarian background.”23 At the time
20
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of writing, whether Zweifel will be erected onto the Schloß remains a matter of doubt, as
far as I am aware. The debates show clearly, however, the contested nature of the past, as
well as innovative and sometimes multiply interpretable ways of addressing it.
“Making Differences” Research
In the case of this particular controversy, the work of Making Differences researchers has
not included any direct involvement or advice. Some of us have, however, not only read
about the debates in the press but also heard them being discussed in our own fieldwork
settings, which allows us to see too how they intersect with other aspects of heritagemaking on the ground. In my own case, this has meant with the Team creating an
exhibition about Berlin for the new Humboldt Forum. As the Team have been actively
seeking to create an exhibition that would give recognition to cultural and religious
diversity, there was consternation from some of them about the cross proposals, which
they saw as at odds with the directions that they were taking. Partly for this reason, they
welcomed the proposal for the Zweifel artwork, though in fact they had already shown
interest in this before it was discussed during the cross controversy. They had done so as
part of their own wider attempt to give consideration to the GDR history of the site in
their own exhibition about Berlin within the future Humboldt Forum.
In other parts of the “Making Differences” project, however, our work is more
directly collaborative, involving, for example, playing roles in the making of exhibitions
whilst simultaneously analysing these processes. There is no doubt that negotiating these
various roles is sometimes complex but we welcome the opportunity in this research to
adopt the multiple positions, sometimes being part of processes and at other times being
more distanced observers, and often drawing analytical purchase from the movement
between the two. This means that the range of our possible engagements is quite broadly
drawn, allowing this to sometimes be fairly informal and ongoing and at others to be
more directed and formalised. In the following project, however, the close collaborations
between cultural institutions, researchers and, in this case, artists are more tightly framed
as a key feature of the research, with the specific aim of changing practice in relation to
contentious cultural heritage.

“TRACES: Transmitting Contentious Cultural Heritages with the Arts: From
Intervention to Collaborative Co-Production”
“TRACES” is an EU Horizon 2020 project, which began in March 2016 and will run for
3 years.24 It is specifically designed to explore artistic ways of dealing with contentious
heritage but to do so by moving beyond the usual model of an artist coming in and
making an intervention, such as by setting up an installation within a museum. Instead of
such short-term engagements, “TRACES” sets up what we call CCPs – creative coproductions – a format developed by Tal Adler in which artists, and/or artist researchers,
and/or researchers and cultural institutions work together over longer periods of time to
collectively research certain cases of contentious cultural heritage in order to create
various forms of productions for the public. Precisely what form these “co-productions”
take is an outcome of the research process. So far they include, variously, exhibitions, artworks, databases, educational programmes, events, and websites, as well as various
combinations of these.
I lead a work package called “Contentious Collections” in which we work
specifically with museum collections of troublesome objects – collections made in other
times and politics and that have been hidden away from public view for many years. One
of these is a collection of more than 40,000 human skulls in the Museum of Natural
History in Vienna. Another is a vast collection of death masks, mainly of political actors
in socialist times, in Slovenia. A third, in Krakow, is a collection of vernacular holocaust
art. More details about all of these, as well as other work in the “TRACES” project, can
be found via its website.25 For the purposes of this article, however, let me just say a little
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more about the project based in Krakow as this is also the location of the conference on
which this article is based.
Awkward Objects of Genocide
The collection that has been the main focus of the “TRACES” CCP “Awkward Objects of
Genocide” is based in the Ethnographic Museum – Muzeum Etnograficzne im. Seweryna
Udzieli – in Krakow, though part of the project involves also researching in what other
places such art is to be found.26 The term “vernacular Holocaust art” refers here to art that
is produced about the Holocaust by non-Jewish Poles. It includes examples such as
Franciszek Skocz’s wooden sculptures of scenes from Auschwitz, such as an SS officer
pointing a pistol, or prisoners working or being punished. Having seen these in Krakow’s
Ethnographic Museum I have personally experienced the emotional disquiet that such
objects so often arouse as well as understanding what a challenge they are to public
representation.
They are, however, also a product of Holocaust history, and indeed, there was a
lot of such art produced, as the “TRACES” colleagues whose work I am reporting here,
and who work directly on this collection and others like it, point out. Those colleagues
are Roma Sendyka, Director of the Research Centre for Memory Studies at the
Jagiellonian University, where the CCP is officially based, Erica Lehrer, Director of the
Curating and Public Scholarship Lab at Concordia University, Canada, Magdalena Zych
at the Ethnographic Museum, Krakow, and photographer Wojciech Wilczyk. Erica
Lehrer’s earlier work with “lucky Jew” figures – many examples of which are also held
in the Ethnographic Museum and about which an earlier project and exhibition, with
public feedback, was also run – is further input into relevant themes.27
abandoned synagogue in Romania into an arts centre, and the other is concerned with transforming the
prison in which political prisoners were held in Belfast during the Northern Ireland conflict.
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The motives for producing vernacular Holocaust art are not usually easy to
ascertain. Sometimes, perhaps, it was from a desire or even perceived need to represent
what the artists had witnessed, maybe as a way of helping themselves to deal with it.
Whatever the motives, some of these objects were collected by the ethnographic museum
as part of its collection of Folk Art. Even though at one level this label makes sense and
maybe helps to usefully expand Folk Art from its usual remit – thus recognising a greater
range of what the “folk” might produce – it also risks hiding its awkward specificity
behind the general category, or presenting the works as somehow timeless, as those
working on it point out.28 The other problem with this classification, they argue, is that it
removes these objects from being considered within the scope of Holocaust Studies and
thus limits its capacity to expand our knowledge of how “ordinary non-Jewish” people,
Poles in this case, witnessed the Holocaust.
At present, the creative co-production team working on this contentious heritage
are preparing an exhibition about it – an exhibition that will engage the public in
reflecting about modes of representing such objects. This will be shown in Krakow’s
Ethnographic Museum.
In all of the contentious collections that we are examining within “TRACES,” the
question of whether they should be brought out and displayed to the public is one that we
have found ourselves addressing. Our project is premised on an idea that a first step
towards people being able to live together with difficult histories is being open about
them, and thus we argue that such collections can be important as means of raising these
uncomfortable and troubling pasts. Some of our colleagues, namely, Klaus Schönberger
and Marion Hamm, have been theorising this premise in relation to Chantal Mouffe’s
ideas about agonism – the idea that a public sphere can, and indeed should, work with
different perspectives. But the question of how to do this remains and this is where the
diverse strategies being produced by the CCPs, and the accompanying research both on
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the collections and on the CCPs themselves, is so important. So too, and also to be
investigated during the research, is how the various strategies that are devised will be
received by the public.
Conclusion
In all of these projects, then, we see a struggle over the issue of which pasts to make in
the present – and with them, to varying degrees of awareness, which futures. If museums
of everyday life don’t collect enough, will such museums in the future be unable to tell
the stories of certain people? If the Schloß in the centre of Berlin misses out certain pasts
or people, or side-lines them – or if it positions itself under a Christian symbol – will it
create a hierarchy of the heritageable? Will some people’s pasts be rendered less
important in future? And if we just ignore those collections that seem too awkward or
disruptive to display, are we shying away from certain pasts and, moreover, not bringing
them to an awareness that could potentially be productive for collective interrelationships
in the present – and future?
Here, I am raising these as questions rather that providing answers because none
of these projects is finished. Nevertheless, from what we have seen so far, there is little
doubt that heritage-making does often involve social side-lining and hierarchies of the
heritageable. This is why projects such as those described in this article are important.
They document what is going on, the struggles and the taken-for-granted assumptions and
practices involved. They thus highlight what is being forgotten or marginalised, and also
– as in the case of the “TRACES” project and the CCP here in Krakow – how they might
potentially be resuscitated. By getting into the actual ongoing process of heritage making
– rather than doing thin studies based only on representations or a few interviews – we
can get a better handle on the difficulties and potentials, and the multiple interests and
possible barriers – as those involved negotiate or battle their way into certain kinds of
futures.
What we see in all of the projects, if in various ways, is not only documentation
and analysis of what is happening, but also a hope to contribute to thinking about what to
do – and how to do it better. And that, in my view, is another important feature of our
contemporary moment in heritage studies. It speaks of a new kind of heritage studies that

goes beyond care for materials to contribute productively to the deepest concerns of
heritage and society.

